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The National Aeronutics and Space Administration (NASA)
has been conducting research in digital fly-by-wire (DFBW)
flight control for aircraft and spacecraft. At the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center a DFBW flight control system
has been tested in the F-8 aircraft. In the specific flight
control area of sensor redundancy management (SRM) a method
capable of verifying performance through statistical analysis
of sensor data is desirable. It is hoped that this statistical
analysis will define performance requirements concerned with
detecting false alarms, missed alarms, and maximum vehicle
transients caused by sensor failures. The results should be
used to set tolerances (thresholds or trip levels) for each
parameter measured.
X-r.
This researcher developed a probability density function
for the mid-value sensor select algorithm (NASA Grant NAG 4-6).
The probability density function was used to obtain values for
nomograph plots for the probability of false alarm, given the
cummulative probability of .being in the d^main of failure and
system reliability.
One of the objectives of this grant (NAG 4-9) is to apply
the probability density function, developed in NASA grant NAG 4-6, 	 {
, 	 t
to sensor output data from the AFTI F-16 aircraft. AFTI stands 	
"Y
for Advanced Fighter Technology Integration and is a joint Air
Force, NASA, and Navy program to apply futuristic aircraft 	 rr
i





program is expected to continue through uhe summez" of 1984.
More specifically, this investigator will attempt to
reach the following goals:
1. Rewrite the procedures, developed in NASA Grant
NAGS 4-6, for generating a probability density
function to determine false alarm rates, using
an algorithmic approach.
2. Develop microcomputer software which will print
out table of values for the cummulative probability
of being in the domain of failure; system reliability;
and false alarm probability, given a signal is in
the domain of failure.
3. Develop microcomputer software which will plot
nomagraphs associated with the table of values
in step 2.
4. Apply the microcomputer software to sensor output q
data for various AFTI F-16 flights and sensorx"
paramaters. d
5. Survey various experimental KiM Glgorithms.
6. Make practical recommendations for further research.
x"x
Conditional probability and probability density functions
will be used to find the probability of a false alarm, given
the sensor select signal is in the domain of failure. Further-
more, the resulting probabilities may be used to select








system reliability in the determination of threshold values,
r
and provides the probability of a false alarm, given an
alarm occured. That is, if the fail light is on, the confidence
level for resetting the system is available. The most
	 s
difficult task will be to determine the probability density 	
r^
function for being Ln the domain of failure.







































REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Sensor redundancy management (SRM) requires a system
which will detect failures and reconstruct avionics accordingly.
In the F-8 DFBW aircraft SRM. is extremely important to vehicle
performance and the activity of output signals influenced by
device errors, failures, and vehicle motion. Failures should
not cause excessive vehicle transient motion, which might
result in damage or loss of the vehicle.
Sensor redundancy management is required to detect a wide
class of failures, detect and minimize false alarms, and detect
whether or not the signals exceed a given trip level (threshold).
To maximize the detection of failures, the trip level should
be as small as possible. However, to minimize false alarms,
the trip level should be large enough to include the expected
errors in the parameter channels. Errors are divided into
three classes: fixed errors (bias errors), noise errors
(originating in sensor and AD converter), time varying errors
(dynamic errors caused by scale factor deviations, transfer
function errors, and sensor unalignment).
Gelderloos and Wilson (1976) designed a Monte Carlo
Simulation (MCS) to verify flight control SRM in the WASA
Space Shuttle project. This MCS gives probabl-v.ties of false
alarms, failure transients, and failure dectability as
dicated by performance requirements. They note that MCS was
chosen because the non -linear nature of the problem does not











At the start of each run the MCS randomly chooses a number3' F
.,	 for each redundant parameter according to a given density
function. Data is exercised through three sets of algorithms
(Figures 1, 2, and 3) and, for each run, finds:
1. The maximum trip level which will give one false alarm.
2. The maximum failure transient.
3. The maximum trip level which will detect a given failure.
These maxima are collected for 500 runs and then
normalized to achieve the desired probabilities. 	 Two of
Gelderloos and Wilson's findings are:
w
1.	 The probability of false alarms are a function of
the size of errors between redundant sensors.
2.	 The probability of fai=lure detections are a function
r
of the size of errors on the "good" sensors as well
s
as the signal differences between the."failed" r.?"A
and "good" sensors.
Sensor redundancy management for the F-8 DFBW aircraft }
at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center is divided into two
parts (RMt and RM2) which are executed at different times in ;I
the computation cycle.
	 Szalai, Felleman, Gera, and Glover
(19 76) illustrated F-8 DFBW hardware (figure 4) , software
sequence and timing during one minor cycle = 20 m/secs
°^	 3
(figure 5), triplex SRM (figure 6), and triplex discrete
•	 :y
rendundancy management algorithm (figure 7).
	 A hard sensorg Pik.:^	 !
fault is declared by RM2 when, a sensor differs from a selected x'; a
value by an amount greater than the allowable tolerance 6




n = given number of passes = 5=100m/sec). The given number
F
of passes, n, is often referred to as a window width. Figure
8a illustrates a hardover sensor fault of sensor A, and figure
8b illustrates a transient fault of sensor A.
Szalai, Larson and Glover (1979) summarized the F-8
DFBW flights in and Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
` Development (AGARD) lecture.
	 Table 1 lists the sensor set and
assigned tolerances (trip levels). 	 Some of the findings for
pitch rate gyro, roll rate gyro, yaw rate gyro, normal
accelerometer, lateral accelerometer, and longitudinal
s>_
accelerometer for sensors A and C are:F
°`• 1.	 RMS value of the sensor pair difference was generally
` less than half the maximum difference recorded
(i.e.	 (A-C) RMS value < h maximum (A-C)).
s 2.	 Maximum JA-C} < h fault threshold.
The counters in the program logged each miscompare of
to any sensor pair, triple, or duplex set and the number of times
the counter reached three or four (one or two of n=5).
K
Table 2 lists the cummulative sensor flight experience for
the F-8 DFBW at NASA Dryden.





1. Angle of attack, pitch attitude, and altimeter
tallies were caused by an actual hardware failure.
2. The one lateral accelerometer fault was a false
alarm (acceleration threshold was increased to 0.2g).
-6-
3. The other two lateral accelerometer and attitude
where the count reached four were associated with
a previous degrading of performance.
In a Boeing Company report (1978) on Signal Monitoring 	 l
and Voting the following reasons are given for the importance
of sensor select and failure detection: improve autolxnd
performance, reduce nuisance disconnects, improve no failure
performance, and add significant fault isolation capability.
The Boeing sensor selection system is very similar to the
Dryden F-8 DFBW system.
	 They have also been trying to develop
s
4 ^
,T a statistical model to input sensor data, perform statistical
analysis, identify the distributions, and predict exceedance
s
rates.	 The Boeing Corporation has indicated that the identification
^ k« of the distribution will help to predict low exceedance rates.
•`^
However, they list the following as problem areas: 	 Sensor n
SI
data is not stationary; limited sample size (not true at Dryden
µ
since F-8 DFBW has had over 100 flights);
	 no specific distributions a
for sensor data has been identified; and, sensor distributions
are possible to model, but extremely difficult.
i
The determination of false alarm rates and practical
threshold values would be beneficial to the AFTI F-16 research.
Some of the futuristic capabilities of the AFTI P-16 would
s
include a Voice Command System that allows the pilot and air--°
.7	 .
craft to converse verbally;
	 A Digital Flight Control System ..
computer and an Automated Manuvering Attack System computer
that converse with each other to cut down pilot workload
x





as "chin" canards that provide
r^
translation capabilities. All
are designed to work together
AFTI F-16 aircraft the best fii
lift, sideforce, and axial
of these and other features
to attempt to make the
3hter aircra-u in the world.
xMETHODS AND PROCEDURES
Given three independent signals, each measuring the same
parameter, one of the signals or a weighted average of the
incoming signals would be used for input in a flight control
system. For the F-8 DFBW project, the mid-value sensor select.
algorithm was chosen:
INPUT 1g, MID
INPUT	 VALUE	 MID VALUE
INPUT i SELECT
The monitoring of each of the three input signals,
necessitates developing some criterion for determining when
one of the input channels fails to function pr^pe.rly. The
	 y
initial approach for chosing this criterion was to examine''
the difference between an input channel (say, input 3), and
the mid value; then assume that this difference is approximately
normally distributed and select a value Cv so that the
probability of the "normally" distributed difference signal















As a practical matter, it was decided to determine C`,
so that the probability of n consecutive values from the
"difference signal" exceeding Cv is le:, s than some specific-4
f
value.
	 The use of n values is commonly referred to as a
window width of n.	 Determination of Cv is predicated on the
assumption that samples from the difference signal are in-
dependent.	 The window width affects Cv directly (i.e., the
greater n, the longer it takes to eliminate a bad sensor
and smaller n, the more sensitive determination of C v is to
the kurtosis of the difference signal). 	 Also, the longer
the flight time, the more likely n consecutive values from
the difference signal will exceed Cv .	 Thus to specify with
at least 99% confidence, a maximum number of excursions (the
event that n concecutive values exceed Cv):
i.e. p{min {{yij}i=1-'Cv)
Cv is selected so that
P(min O yil} =l'Cv) •SPS-T <N
where T = total seconds
n = window width
N = number of excurisions per T seconds
SPS = sampling rate of the system (samples per second)
Notice, once again, that n/SPS seconds is required to
determine whether or not the input signal is faulty. This
^u
	time may or may not be critical. Selection of Cv in this




is not likely to exceed (without a hard failure of some kind).
Figure 9 shows, for various window widths, what value Cv must
take take for having
	 he specified ng	  	 umber (or fewer) of
excursions in one m!41lion frames of data. 1
An alternative approach, to determining Cv would be to
consider the conditional probability of a false alarm, given
}
that the difference signal has exceeded the critical value
" (C:v).	 This approach is more desirable than the one outlined
a
-
above; since it will include system reliability in the {
determination and provide the probability of a false alarm,
given that an alarm has occured.
	 I'r other words, if a fail
light comes on, the conditional probability approach will
provide a confidence level for resetting the system.
The following step -by-step procedure was developed by
the investigator.
STEP 1: Find P(AF/DF), where AF=the event of a false alarm
f
occuring, and DF=the event of the signal being in the domain
of failure
Using Bat'e's law we obtain:
P (DF/AF) . P (AF)
P(AF/DF) =
P (DF/AF) • P (AF)+P (DF/AF) -P_(AF)
where AF = event of no false alarm (i.e., true alarm or no alarm)




P (AF)i . P (AF/DF)
	
	 _	 _
P (AP) +P ( DF/AF1 • P (AF)
now let A - event an alarm occurs
AT = event a true alarm occurs
then AF = A U AT
and
A A AT = ¢
therefore P (DF/AF) = P (DF/ (AUAT)
- P (DFA (AUAT) )
P (AUAT)
and since MAT 
	 _	 ••
P (DF A) U P (AF AF)
P (DF/AF) s
SP (A) + P (AT)
note DF A = 0 and DWT AT
P (DF/AF) =	 P(AT)
P(K)+P(AT)
substituting ii. into i. we obtain
P (AF/DF) =	 P(AF)
P (AF) +	 P (AT)	 P(AF)
P(K)+P(AT)
P(AF)[P(A)+P(AT)I
or iii. P (AF/DF) _	 _
P (AF) [P (A) +P (AT) ]+P (AT) • P (AF)
Now we need formulas for P(AF) = P(false alarm,
P(A)= p(no alarm occurs) and P(AT)=p(a true alarm occurs)
M
so we can compute P(AF/DF).
-12-
"Let P (AF) = P (A 'F) -p (alarm snot a hard fault)
where A = event an alarm occurs
F = event a hard fault occurs
F = event a hard fault does not occur.
iv. P(AF)-P(Af)-P(A/F)'P(F)=C(DF)'R= C/DFP(y)dy''R
where C(DF) = cummulative probability of being in the domain
of failure
R = system reliability
i.e. R - P(F)




(AF) =1-P (AF)	 OF POOR QUALITY
P (A) = (1-R) +P (AF)
V .	 P (A) =1-P(A)
P (AT) =1-R
i	 f
Substituting v. into iii.we obtain:	 s
P (AF ) CP (A) + P (AT) l
P(AF/DF)
P (AF) C  (A) +P (AT) ] + P (AT) • P (AF)
P(AF)C1-(1-R)-P(AF)+1-R3
P(AF) ,1-(1-R)-P(AF)+1-R +(1-R) • (1-P(AF))
_ P(AF)Cl-P(AF)3










Determine the characteristics of the probability
density function (pdf) = IDFP (y) dy = C (DF)
NORMAL, PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR CONTINUOUS RANDOM
VARIABLE X(RVX):





j	 where u = mean RVX
r'
02 = variance RVX
a = st. deviation RVX
STANDARD NORMAL PROBABILITY FUNCTION
P = 0 a = 1
1	
-X212
	f (X) _	 e
CUMMULATIVE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
X -y2/2
F (X) =	 1	 f _ m a	 dy
ORDER STATISTICS
Now let X 1 , X 2 , X 3
 (sensor triple)
be a random sample for RVX and
let yl
 = minimum (X l , X 2 , X3)
Y2 = mid value (X 1 , X21 X3)
.Y3 = maximum (X l , X 21 X3)
The joint probability density function of X1, X 2 , X 3 is:





Al =	 ((X 1 , X 21 X 3 )1 X1<X2 <X3)
A2 =




 = ((X1 , X 2 , X3)1 X2<X1 <X3}
A4 = ((X 1 , X 2 , X 3 )1 X2<X3 <X1}
A5
 = {(X1 X 2 X 3 )1 X3<X1 <X2}
A6





are one-to-one transformations which map each of
All A2, ...,A6onte the same set B = ( Y1' Y2' Y3 ) yl<y2<y3'
Furthermore, the inverse functions for points in:
Al
 are X1 = yl , X 2 = y 2 , X 3 = y3
°.	 A2 are X 1 _ yl' X 2 = y3' X 3 - y2
A3 are X 1
 = y2 , X 2 = yl , Xy = y3
A4 are X1 = y2 , X 2 = y3 , X 3 = yl
A5
 are X1 = y3 , X2 = yl X3 = y2
A6 are X l = y3 , X 2 = y 2 , X 3 = yl
The Jacobian for each of these transformations are:
1 0 0	 1 0 0
Jl = 0 1 0 = 1
	 J2	 0 0 1 = -1





J s 1 0 0	 -1	 J= 0 0 1 = 1 x,
3	 0 U 1	 4	 1 0 0	 K' "4
0 0 1	 0 0 1
J 5 = 1 00 -1	 J6= 010 = -1	 }
0 1 0	 1 0 0









Therefore the joint pdf of yl , y21 y 3 is:	 OF POOR QUALI-Y
g (Y 1 , Y2 , Y 3 ) - 1Jl l f (y l ) f (Y 2 ) f (y 3 ) + ,' J2I f ( y l ) f (Y 2 ) f (y3)
+...+ 1 1 6 1 f(Yl)f(Y2)f( y3)
or g (Y1, Y2'Y3 ) = 6f (y1My 2  ) f (Y 3 )
Now we will compute the probability density function (qdf)
for the mid-value sensor select algorithm which is illustra-
ted in figure 9.
The marginal pdf for y2 (mid-value)is:
h (Y 2 ) = f Y2 f 
2Y 
g (Y1, Y21 Y3) dY3dyl
_	 y2 •
f	 fY2 6f(yl)f(y2)f(y3)dY3dy1
_	 Y2	 W6f (Y2 U-00 f (Y 1 ) f Y 2 f (Y 3
 ) dy3dy1
6f (Y2 ) fY2 f (y l ) C1-F (y2) JaYi
= 6f (Y 2 ) C1 -F ( Y 2 ) IF (Y2)







 f (w)dw = 1
_ 
note that h ( Y 2 ) = 6f ( y 2 ) C1-F (y2) ]F (y2)
has edpected value, u=0
P (Y2 <0 ) = 6f 0.F ( y 2 ) C1-F ( Y 2 ) ]f (Y2)dY2
since d (F(Y2)) = f(y2)dy2
P (Y2 <.0)= 6 f o., F (Y 2 )df (Y2) -CF (Y2) J 2df (Y2)
_16_
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6	 (0.5) 2	(0.5) 3
_	 2	 —	 3
or p(y2 <0) = 0.5
Therefore our pdf has Median = 0 and i.s symmetric about N(mean)=0.
Now	 h(y2)* = 6f(y2)F(y2)C1-F(y2)3
h(-y2 ) = 6f(-y2)F(-y2)11-F(-y2)1
-X2/2
f (x) = 1 e
f (-y2 ) = f (y2)
F (-y2 ) = 1-F (y 2 )
1-F (-y2 ) = F(Y2)
hence h (-y 2 ) = 6f (y2) C1-F (y 2 ) IF (y2)
has N=A, median = 0, and is symmetric about W.
The variance E (y 2 2 ) -E (y2 ) 2=E (y2) 2
(since median = 0)
Therefore,
a 2 (y2 ) =variance (y 2 ) = 6 f 0.',Y2 f (y2 ) F (y 2 ) C1-F ( y2) ]
Now we must integrate the mid-value variance.
The formula for variance (y 2 ) above is very difficult to
integrate.
However, we can use the trapezoidal rule to integrate numerically
and obtain variance (mid-value) =Q2 (.y2)= 0.4487.
,e "
ORIGNA1 t l u r
OF pOOR C^^)^.L9 a''
The distribution h (X) =6f (X)F (X) [1-F (X)
l	 -X2/2
	
where:	 f(X)	 a	 and
42 -Tr
-t2/2
F (X) =	 1	 f xm a	 dt,
is not normal, but statistically indistinguishable from a
normal distribution with u=0 and a2 = 0.4487 at the 0.05
level of significance. The distribution h (X) = 6f ( X) F (X) [1-F (X)
	




range to at least two decimal places.
'G
We define a distribution to be "near -normal if a X2
(Chi-squared) test of goodness fit indicates the distribution
is indistinguishable from some normal distribution at the
^T
0.05 level of significance. Every normal distribution is
"near-normal" as is h (X) = 6f (X)F (X) (1-F (X)) .
i
The X 2 goodness fit test indicates that at the 0.05
level of significance h(X) is not significantly different
from a normal distribution with u=0 and a 2 = 0.4887. In
fact, the 99 percent confidence interval for a 2 is:	 M
0.4222<a2<0.4970.
Finally, our "near-normal" pdf for the mid-value
selection is
X2/2(1.4487)
n (X) _	 1	 e
x(1.2036);
-X2/2.8974





G2 = Normal Part + Near-Normal Part = 1+0.4487=1.4487
o = 1.^ = 1.2036, and
-30 < 99 percent of signals < 3Q
-3.099 < 99 percent of signals < 3.099
STEP 3: The present investigator modified the NASA Dryden
prepackaged programs FLIFRNT (for obtaining sensor channel data)
and SPA (for obtaining a statistical analysis of sensor channel
data) to obtain this information for differences (left-self,
left-right, self-right) between sensor channels (see Appendix C).
STEP 4: Original microcomputer software (see Appendix D) was
written to obtain tables of values and plots of corresponding
nomographs for P(AF/DF), given the sensor channel difference
was in the domain of failure and system reliability.
STEP 5: The revised SPA program and original microcomputer




The NASA Dryden computer center has a statistical
package, entitled SPA (see Appendix E), which can cause linear
trends to be removed from unfiltered data; filter data;
perform descriptive statistical analysis; nonparametric
.y,
statistics, root mean square analysis, spectrum analysis,
histogram plots, and normal curve fitting to histogram plots.
Figure 10 (roll rate gyro sensor data for channel C on flight
22) and figure 11 (longitudinal axis sensor data for channel
C on flight 22) are indicative of F-8DFBW sensor data dis-
tributions. Most sensor data distributions for the F-8DFBW
aircraft have the following properties: the data is subject
r-	 to abrupt peaking; few or no extremity values exist; and observed
A
chi-square values exceed critical values (see Table 3). These
non-normal properties induced the investigator to formulate
the near-normal probability density functions in the previous
section of this paper.
Subsequently,for NASA Grant NAG 4-6 a BASIC computer
program was constructed and executed using sensor data from
roll rate gyros A and C for flight 23 of the F-8DFBW aircraft.
This program accepted a sensor value; then computed the
corresponding value of C(DF), using the probability density
function then let R = reliability of the system assume values
from 0.9999 through 0.9950; and finally compute the corresponding
values of P(AF/DF) probability of a false alarm, given the
r	





The results of this BASIC program were used to construct
the general nomograph, illustrated in figure 12. As an
illustrative example, we see in figure 12 that for
C (DF) = 5.2x10 -5
 and R = 0.999, P (AF/DF)- = 045.
Now, introducing the selection of a desired window
width (which was explained in the previous section of this
paper); to the BASIC program and general nomograph which
computes P(AF/DF), given C(DF) and R, a general. nomograph
for selecting Cv (critical threshold values) was constructed
in Figure 13. For example, figure 13 illustrates that for a
window width of n = 5, the threshold value
Cv = 1.48a = 1.48(1.2036) =_ 1.78 (for the mean-value sensor
select algorithm).
Repeating the processes outlined above the investigator
obtained a second output of values for the mid-value sensor-
select pdf. The statistical comparison of the mid-value and
mean-value sensor select distribution, as expected, was not
significant at the 0.05 level. The general nomographs in
figures 12 and 13 apply to both mid-value and mean-value
sensor select probability density functions.
Modified versions of the FLIFRNT and SPA computer
programs (Appendix C), and microcomputer software (Appendix D)
were used to obtain complete 	 statistical analyses, false
alarm probabilities and corresponding nomographs for AFTI F-16
flight data collected by the investigator, during August, 1982
-21-
eA COMPARISON OF VARIOUS SRM ALGORITHMS
After one sensor has failed in a triplex system, the
SRM algorithm must perform selection, detection, and recon-
figuration on the remaining two sensor inputs.
One basic idea in SRM, for a triplex system, is that
when a particular sensor input differs from the other two;
it is probably true that this particular sensor, and not the
other two, has failed.
L
A miscompare between two inputs creates a problem for
the computer, because it has no way of telling which input is
correct. The computer must have a third source of information,
before it can isolate the bad input and avoid declaring both
inputs bad.
(A) ASPECTS OF SRM
1. Selection Process
2. Fault Detection Process
3. Failure Reconfiguration Process
(B) SELECTION METHODS FOR SRM
1. Mid-Value Select (MVL) - takes the three
input signals and picks the value "inbetween"
the other two ( see figure 14).
2. Self-If-Good (SIG) - each processor uses its 	 ;...
respective sensor input, providing it was not 	 ►;. ! ii^
4 • `	 YY
^e^ r b
	
4previously declared out of tolerance (see figure 15).
3. Averaging (AVE) - mathematical average of the





has failed, the remaining two are averaged; and
only the MVL method allows selection to be run
before detection.
(C) DETECTION METHODS FOR SRM
1. Result Minus Sensor (RES-X) - takes the result
of the selection process and subtracts each sensor
value for comparison to a tolerance (see figure 17).
RES-X is performed every 20 m/secs and each miscompare
represents one persistance count (PC). Given a
frame rate and a set time, a fault must persist for
a specified maximum PC before being declared permantently
failed.
2. Differening (DIFF) - compares the difference of
each sensor pair to a tolerance for determination of
a miscomFare. If two comparisons fail, the sensor
common to those tested has its PC incremented.
NOTES:
a) Acceptable selection/detection processes: MVL/RES-X,
MVL/DIFF, SIG/DIFF, AVE/DIFF.
v% +
b) RES-X requires selection first, and only MVL allows
selection before detection.
(D) RECONFIGURATION METHODS POR SRM
Reconfiguration indicates what must be done when only
X,	 two good sensors remain and a miscompare between these two
occurs. The needs for reconfiguration are to set system
^,	




1. Resonability Check - determines if the input is
within its physical range. For example, if an air-
craft cannot reach an altitude greater than 40K, a
value greater than 40K would be used as a resonability
check for altitude.
2. Rate Change - tests the sensor input in question
against a known physical limit, namely a given rate
change. The rate of change and resonability methods
are quite similar.
3. Analytic R-adundancy Management (ARM)-makes use of
unfailed sensors which are related to the sensor being
monitored. The ARM relationship is modeled in the
digital system and driven by dissimilar sensor inputs:
The main function of the ARM algorithm is to output
a third sensor value, in order to isolate the fault.
4. Failure Analysis - uses knowledge of the system hard-
ware structure to isolate failures. If a number of
analogue inputs fail at the same time; a failure
of analogue to digital is declared, then all analogue
inputs nor the channel in question are put in a
failed status. If a second miscompare occurs and
this failure is analyzed as a failure of a higher
order device (such as analogue to digital converter),
then the corresponding input would be declared failed,°.











It seems that conditional probability and order statistics
offer an elementary, interesting, and promising approach to the
complex problem of analyzing sensor distributions, predicting
false alarm:, and selecting practical threshold values.
In conclusion, the investigator offers the following
specific ,recommendations for further research:
1. Use the probability function and microcomputer
software developed in this research paper to perform
a statistical analysis for each of the sensor
parameters on current AFTI F-16 flights.
2. Attempt to use the statistical analysis in step 1
to set practical threshold values for AFTI F-16
sensor parameters.
3. Develop microcomputer software to replace the NASA










4. Develop statistical procedures to study the various
experimental SRM algorithms.
5. Develop statistical procedures to compare the results
of various experimental SRM algorithms. p.
r _,	 f
6. Determine the probability of a sensor miscompare
based on noire frequency content and sampling delays
u
in an asynchonous system. it is possible that an	 is 1
asynchonous system will reduce the input of electrical
transients on system operations. One theory is that
i
if an electrical transient occurs, it will Appear on t






a ^.	 • 	
,^.	
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(a)	 Timing sequence with all control modes active.
20-cosec minor cycle.
0 Data







1 Sensor redundancy management
12
14 Preflight test program
t
16 Ground display andMemory, 111 load programs
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Pitch rate (deg s) 4 deg sec
Roll rate (deg/s) 10 deg/sec
Yaw rate (deg/s) 4 deg/sec
Axial accelerometer (g) O.lg
Lateral accelemoter (g) 0.2g
Normal accelerometer (g) 0.5g
Pitch C stick (cm) 1.Ocm
Roll_C stick	 (cm) 1.Ocm
Rudder pedals (cm) 0.5cm
Angle of attack (deg) 2.Odeg
Left secondary actuator (cm) 3.5cm
Right secondary actuator (cm) 3.5cm
Pitch attitude	 (deg) 15deg






Table lc Sensor Fault Thresholds
LOW
` s
NUMBER OF NUMBER NUMBER MAXIM[^1
SENSOR ACTUAL FALSE OF TIMES
NUMBER OF
HARDWARE FAULT FA . COUNT MISCOMPARES
FAULTS DFCLARATIONS REACHED 4 ANY FLIGHT
I.e'f►t RATE GYRO 0 0 0 0 SJ
YAW RATE GYRO) 0 0 0 0
P
g ^ lf'1W RATE 0 0 0 0
As
' LONGITUDINAL ACCELEF40METM 0 0 0 0
t
i`
LATERAL 0 1 2 226
NORMAL ACCEIERMWZkR 0 0 0 6
ALTIMETER 1 0 5 267
g MACH 0 0 0 0
4
PITCH ATTITUDE 1 0 2 10
ROLL ATTITUDE 0 0 0 72
' r HEADING 0 4 0 9
PITCH 
CENTER STICK 0 0 0 0 A
ROLL CENTER STICK 0 0 0 0
RUDDER PEDALS 0 0 0 0
PITCH SIDESTICK 0 0 0 0 k
K e
ROLL S IDESTICK 0 0 0 0 •s
ANGLE OF ATTACK 0 0 0 7
t
r'	 i
Table 2:	 F8 DFHW Sensor Flight Experience
R
-45-




X2 VALUES X 2 df (0.995 level)
QBA-QBC 16475. 8 21.96
PBA-PBC 186386. 10 25.19
RBA-RBC 117647. 14 31.32
NXA-NXC 200559. 24 45.56
NYA-NYC 465560. 27 49.64
NEA-NSC 491741. 21 41.40
NOTE: X2 VALUES COMPUTED UP TO EXPECTED FREQUENCY
LESS THAN 5.
IN EACH CASE COMPUTED VALUE .EXCEEDS CRITICAL VALUE SO
DISTRIBUTIONS MAY BE TAKEN TO BE DIFFERENT FROM NORMAL.
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11 t19101) TITLE	 i
t-w-m i u 1 f U R M A T (8 A 10 7 •"" r99w'""
IF(EOF(1).NE.0) GO'TO 5	 {	 '• 1	 ` ;^`^ +	 ^^	 I
WRITE (2) TITLE
	
I	 ^"	 t '' t+
PEAD 1029 UFLID
102, F 1" 1 RMAT -,RIO)	 •
READ FL I H	 ORMINAL PAL ;. E9PRINT FLIN '	
OF POORPF' INT 1039 UFLIP	 QUALITY
10. FORMAT (1H0+ "UFLID	 = "+A1C1+ ')
IF(NCH,.LT.1 .OR, NCH.GT .10) PRINT 201
2u. 1: 0PMAT (1X9 • 'REOUESTED tlr_H I-0 OUTSIDE OF ALLOWABLE LIMITS. CORRECT
-A ► ID PESUBM IT. "
IFAICH.LT.1 .OP. NCH.GT .10) GO TO 999
WP I TE k2) NCH+ :F'S
"EHI1 1019 (FARh1ID(I)9I=19NCH)	 ---'--	 -	 -
	
c ITE (2? (PHRMID(I)9I=191CH)	 9,
.NOT.PRINTIT) PRINT 1C4+ (PARMID(I)9 Jul 91iCH)
r : htATk 1.59" PARMID'S REQliE:•TED ARE: "9 1OA109 •
1"HF = '3T% 1)
I'S M IH =	 T(2)





IEMIL = ET(4?	 •'
i_HLL DAB OP (IUCIi9UFLID+ NCH + PARMID+MEAS9IEU+ CAL IF+ICV+PARMHFirl)
IFt. ICCFRM. NE . 0; PRINT 2'.12
2 12 Fi PMAT (. i HO + "A T LEA': T ONE REQUESTED PARHMETER ,I S MISSING r Fri iM THE
-FL I DA8. CORRECT ANI1
 RES.1 6M IT.
IF(ICCTME. NE . 0) PRINT 203'
203 Fi )PMAT (: 1 H99 "H T LEAST PAR'' OF THE P.EQ! i ES TED TI ME I S P1 I ': S I Ni; FRi7Pt T
-HE FLIDAB. CORRECT AND RESUEMIT.,°)
"(ICATS.NE.0) PRINT 204
2 .1	 JRMAT (1HO9"CATASTROPHIC FLIDPB HE;^DER ERROR.")
.F(ICi:PRP1.NE.O .OR. ICCT11E.HE. ►? .OR. ICATS.NE .0) GO TO .999




IF ,.PRINTTT) PRINT 1059 TITLE +(PAR MID(I)9Iti9NCH)
105. FORMAT- : 1H1+8P.l0s//Tl`+"UNFILTERED DATA FROh1.,FLIDAB",iiT17+
•; (A7 • 5X 9A?)
2 CALL DABI? (MEAS9DAT9ITYPE9ICV+NCH)
	
vhTl= vh-rb
I -	 IF(.ICi_DAT.GT.0) GO TO 3
	
/t1	 â^ `r'L)
t•1 I L L I = I D T T L	 âq.r 3` )ATl )
1	 Dn•rl^> - De I ^/KLWRITE (2? ID	 D2gMILLI9 (DAT(I)+I=19I^1CH)
	 <^1L ^q.r^ -PAT3
IF'PRINTIT) PP.INT liar,+ IZ11 9
 ID29 (PAT CI ?+ I= f +'Ni:N':'	 ^^	 z -')At3
Fi-1RMAT^. 1%;9 A1 ►_19 4 9 1C1G12. 5
G0 Tii





= 111 M I N
r;C_T(4? = IDr•1IL	 ftq	 = Pa2.	 'A,
P^INT 1079 FIST9 ►;ET
F OPMAT. ( 1HO+ "ACTUAL START TIME = i'9 I29 1X9 I29 1 ;9 12+ 1:: I :3 10;;9
"AC'TLIRL EHD TI 1 1E _ "P 12 9 1`9 9129 119:29 1X+ I3)
	 -
•PITE(2) A'T+AET-_
6	 i; !i TO I
Et111F I LE 2
PEWIrtD 2!	 '










MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTING





10 REM ----------------------------------- •----------- 	 -----
20 REM -- NASA PROGRAM -- WRITTEN BY JElvt4Y H. SITBON 	 -----






80 GOSUS 10000 \ REM LEARN TERMINAL CODES
E31 PRINT "1$
85 GOSUS 9500 \ REM CHRCK FOR DIR FILE AND DEFAULT DRIVE
90 PRINT Cif, B1$, HIS \ REM CLEAR SCREEN, RING BELL, HIGH INTENSITY
100 PRINT TAB(20),"SENSOR REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT"
11() PRINT TAB(20),FNS$(28,45)
145 Z-5
5'0 PRINT \ PRINT \ PRINT \ PRINT N1$
1GO PRINT TAB(Z),"(".H1$,"1",N1$,")",TAB(15),"Enter data to File"
170 PRINT TAB(Z),"(" , H1$,"2",N1$.")",TAB(15),"Display data From File"
1B0 PRINT TAB(Z)."( " ,Hl$,"3",N1$,")",TAB(15)."Edit data in File"
190 PRINT TAB(Z),"(",H1$,"4",N1$,")",TAe•(15),"Compute and g ra p h Probabilities"
220 PRINT TA8(Z),"(",H1$,"5",Ni$,")",TAB(15),"Delete File"
225 PRINT TAB(Z), "(",H1$,"G",Nis,")",TAB(15),"Dis p la y File list"
:3o PRINT TAB(Z),"(",HIS,"7",N1$,")",TAB(15),"Exit Prosram"






NT " T -,, Pe in t he numberof y our choir# ......
338 IV AN59 A OR T5) THEN C 06 335
345 PRINT A$
350 ON A-48 GOTO 500,900.90,3000.90,6000,8990
5Q g REM OEVER DATA TO FILE
501 PRINT CI$P.1$, 81$,CHR$(10),CHR$(10),CHR$(10)
502 PRINT TA B' - -5) , " INPUT MODE" \FOR R= 1 TO 1000 \ NEi(T R
504 GOSUS 5 1?^ \ GOTO 575
505 PRINT C1$, 81$, HIS
510 Z=15
515 PRINT TAB(Z),"SENSOR. REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT"
522 PRINT TAB(Z),FNS$(28,45) \ Z=11
5`5 PRINT \ PRINT TAB(Z+5),"Probalil.it y of False alarm"
5'30 PRINT \ PRINT TAB(12+5),"Enter data Prosram"
I PRINT \ PRINT TA6(Z+5),"Written b y J. Sitbon"
_.0 PRINT \ PRINT TAB(Z+5),"For F. Scalzo Ph.D"
545 PRINT N1$
550 PRINT \ PRINT TAB(8),"TYPE IN THE NASA PROJECT FILE NAME"





5G7 IF L = 0 THEN GOTO 5G5
568 PRINT `,PRINT \ PRINT N1$\ PRINT TAB(lo),"LOOKING UP DISK DIRECTORY",B1$
5 -10 GOSUB 2000 \ REM SEARCH DIR5"1 1 RETURN
H
5 IF M=1 TH^N ^OTO G50
0 PRINT \ P IN	 C1$,FNT$(F$)," is a new Project File rate",B1$
585 PRINT \ PRINT
590 PRINT "Should this file be created 	 (Yes or No)
505 INPUTI "",A$Got) IF LEN (A$) =(? THEN GOTO 595
G05 IF A$(1,1)="N" THEN GOTO 90 \ REM COTO MENU
G1 ^i I F A$ ( 1 , 1) <: ;>"Y" THEN GOTO 580
615 aOSU" 2500 \ REM WRITE DIR ENTRY
G -20 PRINT \ PRINT
621 Ir- M=o THEN GOTO G25G -, 2 FOR R=1 TO 500 1, NE>(T R
G2:3 GOTO 90
GC' ;i PRINT "Project File ",T$," will be stored in tar g et File ",F2$(1,8)
630 PRINT
635 PRINT TAB(10)	 "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE	 111B1$1(= 4t A$= INCHAR$(0) \ GOTO 700
950 PRINT
G51 PRINT C1$,31%,"Pro.iect name ",T$," exist, stored in tarset File ",F2$(1,8)
G6() PIRTMT \ PRINT "SHOULD THIS FILE STORE NEW DATA ".
GG5 INPUTI "",A$
;'	 ? IF LEN(A$)=o THEN GOTO GG5
7 IF A$(1,1)="N" THEN GOTO 90








7c?9 A = INT(36-`„/2)





730 GOSUB IOlOC \ REM DRAW GRID
731 PRINT Hl$,
73 5 GOSUB 10500 \ REM INPUT DATA TO GRID
•` 0 PRINT Cl$,Nl$,Bl$
) LINE#0.80
,6 1? PRINT "SAVING FILE ",TS." ON DISK"
7'10 PRINT \ PRINT \ PRINT TAB(25),"PLEASE STAND BYE"
780 OF'E' 01, F2$(1,8)+","+STR$(D)
790 FOR Y = 1 TO 1'G-3
800 FOR X u l TO 3




850 PRINT \ PRINT "DATA SAQED ".Bis






0!j eEM READING DATA FROM FILE
901 PRINT Cl$,HIS,Bl$,CHR$(1q)),CHR$(l()),CHRS(10)
903 PRINT TAB(15) , "****** DISPLAI' DATA FILE •***+► ++► "
900 FOR R=1 TO 1000 \ NEXT R
910 GOSUB 5o5 \ REM GET FILE
920 IF M=1 THEN GOTO 985
9:10 PRINT \ PRINT TAB(2o), "Can' : t irid ",FNT$(F$( 1,25) )94 1) PRINT "Would roil like to trY a gain^ ",
950 INPUTI "",AS \ IF LEN(A$)=0 THEN GOTO 950
SGO IF	 THEN COTO 90
9'/u IF Ascl.l?="Y" THEN GOTO 910
981 GOTO 955
000)* GOSUB 990 \ GOTO 1080
9^)() PRINT \ PRINT "FOUND THE FILE ",T$, " .	 REVI)ING IN
1 ()()() OPEN # 1 . F2S (1 , 8) +" , "+STRS c D )
lolo FOR Y-1 TO 'o
10 2 0 FOR ;, - 1 TO ^
1030 READ# 1 , D (); , Y)
1040 NE .`:T
1050 IF TYP(1) = 0 THEN EXIT 1075
J 0 G NE:(T
3	 74) Y=1'- 1
1-75 CLOSE#1
1 o''8 RETURN
108() S=() \ REM DISPLAY
1085 GOSUB 1300 \ REM DO DISPLAI'
1090 PRINT FNP$(^2,23),"H = HARDCOPY 	 E = E%(IT ".
l 1 00 A$= I *JCHAR$ (^ )
1110 IF A$="E" THEN COTO 90
1120 IF AS:: , "H" THEN GOTO 11001 136 S= 1 \ GOTO 1085
1300 REM DISPLAYDATA ONLY
1 31!) IF S=!) THEN GOTO 1350
1330 REM PRINTER
1331 FILL 6.`534,84 \ FILL 65532,881,S=1
1332 !#S CHR$(27),"COw",CHR$(27)."C2^"
174 V A=INT(3G-LEN(T$)/2)
1355 IF S=1 THEN PRINT#1 CH,1$(10),CHrt$(10),CHR$(10)
1360 IF S-1 THEN PRINT 01,TAB(A),Tt
1370 IF S = 0 THEN PRINT #() H1$.Sl$.Cl$,FNP$(A,0).T$.N1$
1380 PRINT#S TAB(A).\A=LEN(T$) \ PRINT#S FNS$(A,45)
1385 IF S=1 THEN PRINT#1 CHR$(10),l:HR$(1())
r	 13h0 PRINT TS TAB(^3),"L-S",TABJ39)."L-R", TAB (G3),"S-R"
THEN	 RINT#1 FNS$(/ ,45),CHR$(1!))
1-1!:)0 FOR ;;=1 TO Y
1410 PRINT #S i(, TAB(7),D(1,)O,TAB(32).D(2,X),TAB(57),D(3,)O
1411 IF S=1 THEN PRINT#11420 NE)•(T
1430 IF S = () THEN RETURN
1440 A=CALL(G51G9)
1450 RETURN
2000 REM SEARCH PROGRAM OF DIR FILE
2U05 OPEN #1':5, "DIR, "+STR$(D)
2010 M=0 \P=-25 \ REM NO MATCH
^(fit- IIF TYP(1) = 0 THEN GOTO 2035
•'^	 ^i 1^ P=P+25
L'"o READ #1,F1$(1,33)




X,	 REM WRITE PROGRAM TO DIRECTORY
^5() M=Q \ REM DISK NOT FULL	
-52-
2tiOB F'$(1,8)-FNS6(8,32)
2510 F2$(1,8) n "NASA#--"+CHR6(A)
2511 A$-F2S+"," +STRS(D)FAC£ORIVI^P.L2515 IF FILE (AS) -- 1
	
THEN GOTO 2130
	 UALIVQ2520 A-A+1	 OF POOR
GOTO X510
4r., S OPEN	 #I%3,"DIR,"+STR$(D)35 P-4	 \	 REM POINTER40 IF	 TYP(1)
	 _o	 THEN GOTO 2.375
2545 READ	 #I%P,FIS(1,33)
"5`(0 IF	 F 1
 $ (2G , 33) =FNS$ (8 , :i2)	 THEN	 25G5
x `, 35 P-P+35











2600 PRINT	 DISK	 DIRECTORY FULL
	
"\M-1\CLOSE#1\RE7URN
3000 REM COMPUTE AND STORE PROBAFILITIES
3010 PRINT	 Cl$, Hl$,81 $,CHR$(lo),CHR$(10),CHRS(10)
3020 PRINT	 TAB(25),"COMPUTE	 PROBABILITIES"	 \	 1.1 -1
3034 FOR R-1
	 TO	 1000	 \	 NEXT R
3440 GOSUE 505 \ REM GET FILE
OSO IF M=1
	 THEN GOTO 3120
30GO PRINT	 \	 PRINT	 "	 CAN'T	 FIND	 ",F$	 \	 PRINT
3070 PRINT	 "Would









A$) z o 	 THEN GOTO
	 3084
IF	 A$(1,1>	 "N"





► 31'70 GOSUS 990 \ REM LOAD DATA
r 3130 PRINT	 Cl$,N1$,Bl$
3140 PRINT	 "Flisht	 name	 and	 number	 is	 ",Hl$,T$,N,$,CHR$(10)
3154 INPUT	 " T yp e 	 in	 Parameter	 name	 ",P$	 \	 PRINT
3164 PR1^4T	 "The	 number	 of	 sensor	 t- p =les	 are	 ",Y	 \	 PRINT
3170 INPUT	 "T yp e	 in	 ane	 of	 the	 three
	 diFFrences	 ",C7!
3111 INPUT	 "T y Fe	 in	 two	 of	 the	 three	 diFFrences	 ",p!
- ;1172 INPUT	 " T yp e 	 in	 thrree
	 of	 the	 three	 diFFrences	 ,E$
i 7,'1 PRINT	 \	 PRINT	 "DO	 YOU WANT A HARDLOPY ^ 	 ",\A$=INCHAR$(0)
t3 7 S=O	 \	 IF	 A$="1'"	 THEN	 S=1
31A3 PRINT	 Cls,els
3190 IF S"' 	 THEN GOTO 3201
3191 FILL G5534,84	 \	 FILL G5532,88
3192 1 #5	 CHR$(27), "CUw ",CHR$(27), "C2Z"
3:04 REM PROBABILITIES
321)1 GGSUB 3210 \ COTO 3280
32'10 !NS	 \ 1 #S	 TAB(26),"Sensor	 Redundanc y 	 Management"
3220 !NS	 TAB(1G),"Re p ort	 of	 Probabilit y 	Densit y 	Function,	 C(DF)"
Jo I#S	 TAB (12),"Re 11ab111t y 	R,	 Probalilit y	of	 False	 Alarm	 P(AF/DF)"
3240 I NS	 TAB(17),"For	 the	 Sensor	 Value	 in	 the	 Domain-	 of	 Failure
3254 I NS	 \14S	 \ 1 0S	 TA8((7O-LEN(T$))/2)."FLIGHT 	 =	 ",T$
3[GO I NS	 "Parameter	 =	 ",P$,"	 Sensor	 diFFrences	 are	 ",C7$,"	 ",D$,"	 and	 ",E$
3270 I NS	 \	 !NS
3275 RETURN
` 3280 FOR	 I=1	 TO	 Y
3 7 90 I NS	 "L-S	 --	 ",D(1,I),TA8(	 O),"L-R	 =	 ",D(2.I),TAB(4^))."S-R	 =	 ".D(3,I)
3300 I NS	 \	 INS
3310 !NS	 TAE(15),"P(AF/DF)	 Table	 For	 Sensor	 DiFfrence	 ".Cl,"=",D(1.I)
332u !NS
3330 P=1
-^ 3344 '(1 =D (1 . I )
33`iO REM COLUMN HEADING FOR TABI-E
33SO !#S	 TABOO),"	 PDF",TAB(30),"RELIAB.".TAB(54),"P(AF/DF)"
3374 INS	 TAB(10),FNS$(53,45)
3 4F:O REM COMPUTE PROF.
33c14 C=0.331457*EY,P(-(>;1^^)/2.8974)
3400 FOR R=	 9999 TO 9950 STEP -10
3110 R1	 =	 R/lE4
3a 20 P1	 =	 C*R1
343o P2	 =	 1-P1
34 ,10 P3	 =	 1-R1+P1
3450 P4	 =	 1-P3
— 30 P5	 =	 1-R1
/4 A	 =	 P1+(P4+PS)/(P1#(P4+P5)+P5*P2)
3494 INS	 TAB(14).C,TAB(30).R1.TAB(50),A
3 a 82 P(1,':')=C	 \	 P(2,!))=A
3493 11=V+1
3400 NE,,T	 R
3504 !NS	 \	 INS	 \	 P=P+1
3`,10 IF P=2 THEN COTO 3540





35 0 !#S	 TA9(15),"P(AF/DF)	 TABLE
	
FOR	 SENS014	 DIFFRENCE	 ",D$." -",D(2,I)
3560 GOTO 33G435/0 X.1-	 D(3,I)
^5d0 '#S	 TAB(15),"P(AF/DF)	 TABLE
	
FOR
	 SENSOR	 DIFFRENCE	 '',ES," =",D(3,I)
70 GOTO 33G0
d 00 NEXT	 I
3605 IF S = 1	 THEN A-CALL (G5169 )
3010 'B1$.Cl$,TA6(20),"CALCULATION 	 COMPLETED"\PRINT
3620 PRINT	 "	 DO YOU WANT A GRAPH
3630 INPUTI
	 "".A$	 \	 IF	 LEN(A$)-4	 THEN COTO	 3G30
3640 IF	 As:. , "Y"	 THEN	 GOTO	 90
4000 REM CREATE GRAPH AND DRAW IT ORMIN AL PAC E ;3




4040 LINE#1,132	 \FILL	 65532,132	 \	 FILL	 65534,(132-4)	 \REM	 SIZE,CURRENT PAGE
4050 '#1
	 CHRi(27)."C3z",CHR$(27), "C4w" 	 \	 REM	 SET	 PRINTER
4055 '"SORTING
	 DATA	 ",61$.CHR$(10)
4060 REM SORT PO:NTS
	
IN TERM OF THE X. VALUE
4080 FOR	 J = 1	 TO 54090 FOR	 T-J
	 TO	 15*1' - 5+J	 STEP	 5
4100 FOR V-T	 TO	 15*1' - 5+J	 STEP	 W
4.1 10 IF	 P(1,T)-tP(I,(J)	 THEN	 COTO	 4140
4170 T5 = P(1•T)	 \	 P(1,T)=P(l,V)	 \	 P(l,V)-T5
	 \	 REM	 XCHANG	 X4130 T5=P(2,T)	 \	 P(2,T)=P(2,V)	 \	 P(2,!')=T5
	
\	 REM	 ",CHANG	 Y
4140 NEXT
4150 NEXT




4170 MI = P(1,1)	 \	 M3=P(2,1)	 \	 M2=M1	 \	 M4=M34181) FOR	 Y= 1
	 TO	 1'* 15
4190 IF	 Ml>P(1 ,V) 	 THEN	 htl = P(1,V)	 \	 REM	 MIN
4240 IF	 M2<.P(1 ,V) 	THENM2=P(1,V)
	
\	 REM	 MAX	 X
4:14 IF	 M3>P(2,V)	 THEN	 M3 = P(2rV)	 \	 REM	 MIN	 Y4274 I F	 M4<: P (^. , V)	 THEN	 M4 = P (2 , Y)
	
\	 REM	 MA;(	 Y
42.30 NEXT V
42.5 '"CLEARING	 MEMORY", 81$,CHR$(1 0)
x'40 REM PLOT	 IN MEMORY FUNCTION
11 V$(1,10404)=FNS$(100,32)
-,-54 FOR	 % , = I
	 TO	 10000	 STEP	 100	 \	 V$ (X, X, +99) = 59$	 \	 NEXT
42G0 DEF	 FNP(X,Y,C$)
4270 Y$( (X- 1) * 100+1') =C$
4 4; 75 RETURP	 1
4-80 FNEND
4290 REM MAKE NUMBER NORAMAL
4295 !"SCALING	 DATA	 ".613,CHR$(10)












4360 FOR	 V=J	 TO	 ((1'*15)-5)-5+J	 STEP	 5
4365 IF	 P(2,V+5)-P(2,V)=0	 THEN	 H=1	 ELSE	 H=0
4367 IF H=1	 THEN GOTO 43$4
4370 M	 =	 \ REM SLOPE
4390 FOR	 X' = 	P t	 , !')	 TO	 P ( 1, V+5)
4394 IF H=1	 THEN COTO 4420








4190 REM PRINT OUT
4 .195 '"PRINTING	 GRAPH",61$,CHR$(10)
4"90 S = 1	 \	 REM DEVICE
)0 GOSUB 3210 \ REM HEADING
•,_,10 r1= MG/1	 !#S	 TAB(20),\	 T=30









4590 W RA< f I REN 82YOS4G301004C:()0 I OS T, TAB (:Z0)."I".
4610 T-T+R
4620 GOTO 4G40
4630 1 0S TAB(20),"I",
40 !#3 V$()(,X+s9)
5^) L3-L3+1 \ IF L3 . 11 THEN L3.1
46130 NEXT
4GI35 1 0S T+R \ ! #S\ I #S
4G 70 ! #S \ ! #S TAB ( 20) , "CURVE KEY" \ R=995()
4G 1 5 I #S
4G80 FOR X - 5 TO 1 STEP -1
ORIGI!'IAL PAZIE VI
OF POOR QUALITY





47-1 0 F ILL 65532,88 \ FILL G5534,(PB-4)
4725 1 #1 CHRS(27)."CZz".CHR$(27).'C0z"
4 -/)0 GOTO 90
G( a? REM D I 5PLA Y DIRECTORY
G(?l0! B1$,H1$,C1$
GQ20 1 "DO YOU WANT A HARDCOPI'
G030 A$=INCHAR$(0)
G' 1 40 IF A$=" 1"' THEN S=1 ELSE S = 0 \ PRINT
G(?`i0 FILL 65532.88 \ FILL 65534 88-4
G O SO OPEN #17,5, "DIR, "+STR$(D)
6070 I #S "	 FLIGHT AND NUMBER	 TARGET FILE"\!#S
6080 IF TYP(1)=0 THEN GCTO 6120
6090 READ#1, F1$(1,33)
G100 PRINT TAB(10), F1$(1,33)
6110 GOTO G080
G120 CLOSE#1
6125 A=CALL(65169) \ RFM FF
6130 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO GOTO MEMU
G146 A$=INCHAR$(0) \ GOTO 90
G-S96 PRINT C13,7AE(15),"PROGRAM TERMINATED"
88g9999g
FF
55 PRIINT \ PRINT \ PRINT
9t^0^7 R^M STRING$ FUNCTION
t(? DEF FNS$(L,C) \ REM L = LENGHT	 C = ASC CODE MAX LENGHT (255)
4 0 S9$="
< <'	 R ^' = 1 T$=^9$+CHR$^C)
00 510 NE)'T
61.)J(
 3 Pfd HH N S9$
91 C)o REM FILE TES'' FUNCTION
9 l c)5 REM 0 = NOT FOUND 1,2,3,4 IF FOUND	 DR I ! ^E LOCATED
J 1 1 o i.Z l:, r ,lF i Z9$ )
9l ,'Q X = l
9130 ERRSET J150,L,E
91 "+5 X9$=" , "+STR$ (/,)
9140 IF FILE (Z9$+);9$1	 -1 THEN GOTO 9180
9150 X= X+1
91 X30 IF X::>5 THEN GOTO 9130




9t, i.)0 REM CHECK FOR DIR FILE SET DRIVE DEFAULT
9505 D=2 \ REM DEFAULT DRIVE
9`+1C) A = FNF( "DIR" )








1000 1) REM TERMINAL CODES
10(' , 10 61$ = CHR$(7)	 \ REM RING BELL
10015 N 1 $ = CHR$ (1 Z!,) +CHf?$ (25) \ REM LOW INTENSITY
, 'jo'Zi) C 1 $ = CHR$ (12G) +CHR$ (28) \ REM CLEAR SCREEN
425 H1$ = CHR$('.2G)+CHR$(31) \ REM HIGH INTENSITY
v.:I030 U1$ = CHR$(12G)+CHR$(l2) \ REM UP CURS7R
1o05(:) RETURN
10100 REM DRAW GRID
101 10 FOR ;(= 1 TO 3
1;)1 2^) FOR 'i'= 1 TO ZO
10130 PRINT FNF$(("-1 )x+25,)'+3),





REM INPUT MODE PROGRAM
	
ORIGINAL PAGE i S>,5=7 \ 1'5 = 4 \ REM TRUE LOCATION
1'G=() \ 1'G=0 \ REM END LOCATION 	 OF POOR QUALITY
A$=FivS$(11,32)
PRINT FNP$(>(5,)S).
IF 1'G=57 AND 1'G =23 THEN GOTO 10GF0
GOSUB 11410
IF Y=0 THEN COTO 1()GSO
05$ = r NcF,aR'6 (^?) \ a^. =asc ^ 05$ )
IF 05'47 AND 05<58 OR G5=4G OR C5 = 69 OR 05 = 45 THEN G070 10620GOTO 107210N5$=""
GOSUB 11140 \ REM INPUT #
>(G=x5 \ YG =Y'3
„S =
,,5+ ^ 5
IF ;(5::?82 THEN 10540
X5=7 \ 1'5=1'5 +1
IF '.5'> 24 THEN 10540
- 5 =57 \'i 5=23 \ [i0T0 10541,
05$=INCHAR3(0) \ 05=asC(Gi*$)
IF 05=G7 OR Cis=G8 OCR 05=63 OR 05 = 7G OR 05=8 2 OR 05=85 THEN GOTO 10720
GOTO 1OG90
IF 051:: '>"S"THEN 10740
IF >,'G =57 AND YG' , 3 THEN RETURN
IF 135$<')"U" THEN COTO 107G0
IF Y5C>4 THEN 'i5 =1'5-1 \ GOTO 10540
IF G5S", "D" THEN 3080R= >(5 \ 1 =Y5 \ REM TEMP
1'5=1'5+ 1
>(=;(G+25 \ Y =Y6 \ IF >(•:>82 THEN 10783X=7 \ 'i =1'G+1
IF Y ; 24 THEN GOTO 10784 \ >:=;;G \ Y=1'G
IF X=>(5 AND Y=Y5 THEN COTO 10540GOSUB 114210
IF ', , =0 THEN GOTO 10540X5=R \ .'5=C
GOTO 10540
IF 05s ,:>"L' THEN 10850
IF ;(5-C'>7 THEN >(5=>(5-25
GOTO 10540
IF 05$<:>"R" THEN GOTO 10930
IF ;;5=57 THEN GOTO 10540GOSUB 11420 \ IF ',' =I THEN GOTO 1()540
„^=„q+^5
IF 11 5;:>YG THEN GOTO 10910
IF Y,5<=Y,G+25 THEN GOTO 10540
Y,5 =>( 5-25
c p T^ 11 ^^54,IF t,SS _.t>"^" THEN GOTO 10540




REM INPUT NUMBERNN S $ = 14 .1
Ci5$ = INCHAR$(0) \05=ASC(G5%)
REM GET
IF 05 = 13 THEN GOTO 11280
IF 05 = 8 THEN COTO 11220




IF N5$ = "" THEN GOTO 11130
IF LEN (N5$)<>1 THEN GOTO 1125!)




ERRSET 1131(),L,ED (l >(5-7 /25+ 1 , 1'5-3) _ , I AL (N5$ )
ERRSET	 RETURN
PRINT FNP$(>(5,Y5),” ERROR	 ".B1$,
FCR	 1 TO 500 \ NEXTPRINT FNP$(;(5,1'S),A$,FNP$(>(5,1'S),
ERRSETGOTO 1112?
REM POSITION LOCAT SIZE
Y=1	 `, REM Y=1 IF TRUE' , END ELSE 0	 -56-IF >(5=>;G AND 1'5=1'G THEN )'=()
J
J
11430 IF X5>=X6 AND 1'5:1'G THEN 1'=0
114 ZO IF X5<XG AND Y5: = 1'G THEN Y=0
11450 RETURN
3('Jo00 REM FNT$ FUNCTION TO STRIP OFF TRAILING SPACES
3 1 )003 REM T$ CONTAINS STRIPPED WORD 	 L IS THE NEW LENGHT
105 DEF FNT$(T$)
)07	 LEN(T$)
s: )10 FOR L-X TO 1 STEP -1
30015 IF T$(L,L)<i	 THEN EXIT 30035
30020 NEXT









Gu000 REM !V ARIABLE TABLE
G0005 '	 TAB STOPS (TEMP)
G()()1 o	 FOR NEXT LOOPS (TEMP)
Gou15 S9$ STRING$ FUNC. (SET)
60020 61$,N1$,C1$,H1$ TERMINAL CODES (SET)
6u0-5 Z9$ FILE TEST FNF (TEMP)
G0030 X9$ TEMP VARIABLE (TEMP)
G o 0 3 5 A TEMP VARIABLE (TEMP)
G0040 A$ TEMP VARIABLE (TEMP)
60045 F$ INPU TED FILE NAME
Gf)05o F1$ DISK FILE NAME
G(:)')5F FC$ TRUE FILE NAME
G')OGu T$ STRIPPED WORD













't	 • Sensor Redundancy M or' Qemen t •	 t
This is a program to allo" the input o♦ sensor data to the data
	 •
4 't
	 .110 Yor processing b y the report generatinq program.	 t
S	 t	 NASA grant NAG 4-6
	
•
6 't	 Jun• 1 981	 •
7 't
	 Frank 9cal:o. Ph.D.
	 •
B	 '•t••t•t,t,,,•,,,••••act „ ,••,,,•,t „ • „ ••,• „ •t,r•,r••t,,,••,•,••••• „ •,•,
v
10	 •• DISPLAY HEADING ON THE SCREEN ••
It	 '
12 CLSi CLEAR 1000	 'set aside string space
13 PRINT AREDUNDANCYCHRt23)t"SENSOR REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT"
14 PRINT STRINGf(S2. "•'>
13 PRINT	 04a  False Alarm"
I
6 PRINT TAB(6>1"Data Entry Program'
7 P1RINT 4652,"By F. Scalzo, Ph.o."
20 '
21 ON ERROR GOTO :000
2 OPEN "1",l,"SFILEI'
3 CLOSE 1
24 PRINT 'There is already data cn #Ile"
25 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO REPLACE IT'IAe
26 IF LEFTS(AS.1) C) "Y" THEN RUN "MENU"
27 CLS
30 INPUT *Enter the number of Sensor Pairs 'iN
35 DIM S(N.2)
40 FOR J-1 TO N
45	 PRINT 4195.CHR9(ZI)	 Erase to the and o4 screen
'JO	 PRINT a195.'Enter the Data Ior Pair s"IJ
55	 PRINT 41:,=.j
60	 INPUT "READING 81 "iS(J,I)
65	 PRINT 1:87,I
70	 INPUT "READING s2 'IS(J,2)
90 NEXT J
90 PRINT
100 INPUT "Mould You like to see the data "IAf
110 IF LEFTS(Af.l) <) 'Y' THEN GOTO 160
115 CLS
l:J FOR J-1 TO N
123	 IF INT(J/ 1 2) - J/12 THEN GOSUB 1000
130	 PRINT "Pair'IJ."Reading 01"%S(J,1),"Reading 02"IS(J.I)
140 NEXT J
130 CLS
160 INPUT "Do You Have Any Corrections "SAS
170 IF LEFTS(AS.1) •>"Y" THEN GCTO 24v
130 INPUT "Which Pair "iJ
190 INPUT "Reenter Reading sl ":S(J.1)
200 1 14PUT "Reenter Peadi,q 02 ":S(J.2)
210 INPUT "Any Other Corrections "tA•
10
 IF LEFTS(AS.1) - 'Y" THEN CLS( GOTO 180
230 CLS
240 INPUT "Do You Mont a Hard Copy ai the Data ":As
230 IF LEFTS(AS.1) !. "Y' THEN GOTO 30))
26n FOR J-1 TO N
270	 LPPINT "Pair":J."keadtnq sl'iS(J.1),"Reaoinq e2'iS(J.I)
290 NEXT J
300 OPEN "0",1."SFILEI"
310 PRINT 01. NI
320 FOR J-1 TO N





Iv00 PRINT	 (p,ass any ke y to Continue)
IOIv IF INr.EYt- 	 THEN GOTO 1010 ELSE CLS
1020 RETURN
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OF POOR QUALITY 00 31).04"9 717 9997. 99. 1 99117 ►. 990013
. 089931 J ... ..11+92
.0899712 ..1. .9179p]
. o4"9712 . 99« . 98.11.
.0899712 - 9.. 7 . VM7=
. 03124"9 ^^► . 90468
. 0899712 ...17 .90=7
.04"9312 .999• .982492
. 089712 .9913 . A 1 41 1
• .089312 .••^: .980343
. 0899712 . 9"1 . 97n71
.118919 312 . 99 .9+1202
. 04"911 S .9979
7
.9771:7
. 089317 . 9978 . •7.07
. 00" 3I S .9977 . 977001
.009" 12 .9971 .9759.•
. 0899712 .9977 .972117
.0899312 . M• .97113
.019.712 .9977 .970 77.
.0899312 .9972 .••9773
.080712 . 9971 . 9."73
.0899'712 . 9•.7 ..• 7.24
.0199312 . N•• . 96•371
.0899712 . NM .9.7733
. 0899712 . 9967 .
 064:;,  . 0899712 .9999 .963	 1
. 08031 S .99.7 . 96:413
93.019 12 .99►. .•.13779..08712 .960342
.00"112 .99.2 .999311 
.0199112 .99.1 .9'828
. 08997 t2 , r. , •7T.52
. 009"t2 .999• ►
.089.112 .99:8 .•?520:
.089931 2 .9957 .95.18
9"S3 179. 019" 12 . 997.
►"9089	 t2 .9957 .9721.2
.00"112 .9974 .971127
. o9o" I •971 . 9 '101 1 1
.0899315 .9952 90Zoo"
. 009" 12 .9"1 . •480"
.019.315 .995 .94701
1180,011 79219 r 3 89nw U ♦rv.•1 c • 2.3.97
101	 .BL IM.	 I.Ari0/1
.331"1 .99" .99690 1991 . 99" . ••182
.0321991 .99" .990727
. 0321 N 1 . 9994 . 90"12
.0-21 N, . 9995 . H4.10






. 0371 N 1 .999 . 9691.
.0321991 .991• •999191
. OJ21 N I . 999 . .,1 033w.:
1.0721991 .9997  •.1 07







. 032199, . 9912
. 0321 N 1 .9981 .909 1:3
.0321991 .9" .991:33
.0321991 . 997• .918594
. 07:1 N 1 . •971 •1.	 7871
.037:99, .9977 .913121
.0321Nl . 997. .930415
.0,121991 .99" .92771.
.0321991 . •974 9 --03♦
. 0321 NI . 9"1 .:92-1360
.0.21991 .997: .91971 ►
.0321 N l .9971 .917071
. OJS 1991 . 997 . 9, "53
.0321991 .9999 .911199












.0321991 • 9957 .441.33
.0321"1 .995. .179:02
.0321:, .9933 .876717













PROG2AM	 SENSTAT(INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,
+	 TAPEI9TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE4)
C












IF(E3F(5).NE.G)STOP	 '*NO	 TITLE	 CARO"
C
REAO(5,10)HSTART,HSTOP

































REWIND	 2	 OR!GITZt  i-








IF (EOF (1) . NE.O.OR. TNIL.LI
 . GT. STOP)
	 GO	 TO	 70













	 OAT=1	 FTN 4.2+75060	 08/2
C
70 E"'J F ILE	 2






















MESSAGE( 1) ="WP ITI4G
	 3-
• CALL	 PF44PK ( 'IESSAGE)
C
80 REAO(2)C
r IF (ED F ( 2) . NE. 0 ) GO	 TO	 90
`-- X =ARS (C-MEAN)
HjST4AX=AMAX1(HISTMAX.X)























	 UF:;C::C4i4.. • L ^ 15	 FTN 4.2.75060	 08
OF POOR Q UALITY
SUBROUTINE STA TIST (FILE;
COMMON/STATOAT/XMIN•XMAX,MEAN, VAR,DEV,MEANSO,RMS•SKEW• KURT ,
f	 +	 XLOW,XHIGH,NG000,NTOTAL




















X4=X • X 3
SUMX4 =SUMX4+X4
XLON=AMI41 (XLOW,X)
XH JGI=A.4AXI (XH IGH, X)
GO T) 10
C
20 IF(N;000.E0.0)STOP "SUBROUTINE STATIST HAS NO DATA-
N=FL)AT(N0000'
MEAN = SU ,IX/ N
VAP=SUMX2/N-ME AN i ' 2




SKEW= ( SUMX 3/N — 3. • MEAN + ME ANS0+2 . • MEAN •• 3) / (OEV+VAR)
KUP'= ( SUMX4/N-4. • MEAN • SUMX3/N+6. • MEAN + '2`SUMX2/N-3. •MEAN+*4)
+	 (VARwVAR)
WRIT_ (693C) TITI-,FILE•IOPLOT ,NTOTAL,XMIN,XMAX,NG000•XLOW,XHIGH,
+	 MEAN, VA R, OEV, HEANSO, RMS, S KEW• KUR T, HST ART, HS TOP
30 FOPMAT(1H1////" RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE STATIST"////	 I
1	 TITLE"9T28s6A1C//" DATA FROM FILE NO.",T29,I2//






8	 " MEAN VALUE"•T28,G12.6//" VARIANCE",T28,G12.6//
9	 STANDARD OEVIATION"•T28,G12.6//" MEAN SQUARED-,T28,G12.6//
A	 ROOT MEAN SQUARE0"•T289G12.6//" SKEWNESS"•T28,G12.6//








1 8ROUTINE HSTGRAM	 73/74
	 0PT=1	 OF F: FOR QUALITY





COMMON/ PLOTOAT/XSC ALE (4)•YSCALE(4)•HSTART.HSTOP, TITLE( 6),IOPLOT


















OELTA'1.000001 • (XMAX — XMIN) /FLOAT (NSEGS)
C
20 REAO (FILE)X
I F (E'4FI F I'. E1 •NE.0) GO TO 40
NTOTA^=VOTAL4 i













40 CALL OAT- (DAY)
CALL TI4EtHRMINSC)
WRIT:(E•50)TITL=•FILE ♦: OPLOT•NTOTAL,XMIN•XMAX.NGOOD,NSEGS,
50 FORMAT (1H1//" RESULTS CF SUBROUTINE HSTGRAM"///
+	 0AY,HRMINSC	 i
1	 TITLE",T2896A10//" OATA FROM FILE N0.",T28,I2//
2	 PLOT I0-,T28•A10//" TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLES"•T28,I6//
3	 ALLOWABLE MINIMUM-,T28,G12.6//
4	 ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM—,T28,G12.6//
5	 SAMPLES ALLOWED" T I A I5//





TOTAL ( 1) =TALLY (1)





UBROUTINE HSTGRAM	 73/74	 OPT=1
	 FTN 4. [• 75060	 0812
.I
C	 00 50 I = 2. NS E G S	 OR.'GI*JAL PAGE 19
TOTAL (I) =TOTAL ( I-i) • TALLYI I)	 OF POOR QUALITYREMAIN (1 i =N0000-TOTAL ( I)




WOIT_(F, 7G)(I.FROM(I)• TO( I)9TALLY(I). TOTAL (I) REMAIN (I),I=toNSEGS)
70 FOPMATI" SE A.. NO	 FROM-,T29,-TO-,T389"SAMPLES 	 TOTAL".
T579 "RE MAINING"//100(2H	 ,I314X92(G12.6.2X)93(I694X)/)1
C
CALL PLHIST
OLOml !J = X MI N
OL OMAX=XMAX
MINR :O=INT (PERCENT ►FLOAT (NG000) )
I F (FI LE. E0. 3) GO TO 110




00 100 I= I MIN. NSEGS
IF(R:MAINII-1).LT.MINREO)GO TO 110
C












120 IF (TOTAL (I) .LT.MINREO)GO TO 150
C
00 130 J=1•NCONSEC






















COMM3N/PL OTOA T /XSCALE ( 10 , YSCALE ( t- )	 HSTAR T. HSTOP, TI TL E ( 6)	 IO P LO T
COMMON/DAYTIME/OAY,HRMINSC
INTESEP	 TA LL Y ( 130)
Or MENS I ON	 TOP L INE ( L,)
DATA
	 TC P Lr N E/ -m iNr mum	 MAXIMUM	 VALID 08","S-/
C














10	 YMA l(=At, 4)(j (Y44y,TEST)
YSCALF (1) =C.
Y SC A L E ( ?) = YMAX
CA^L,	 Fr A LE (YSC A L c , Jt . t21l










PLOT(Y,-1 . 0 )(, 2)
)(=)(+)ELTAX/XSCALE( 4)
2 0	 CALL
	 P L 0 T	 Y , - I .	 X , 2)
C A L L



















CA LL	 SYMBOL 18. 0 , — 2 .9 . 12, HS TART , 2 70 . , 5 )
CALL	 SYM'30LI8.0*-3.129.121-TO—,270.,2)































DATA T O P LINE/ - MEL' : SOUAR"•"E	 QMS -•- VARIANCE - •"	 MEAN VA-9
•	 -LLA	 STD"•" OEV"/
X=XS;ALE(3)
XIN f:-APS(XSCAL E(4) /29.9)
COE FF = F LOAT INS GOOD)* (XHIGH-XLOW)/FLOAT (NSEGS)/ (2.5066*OEV)
00 13 I=1.300
A9SCISs(I)=z
EXPO4=-.5' (((Y-MEAN) /OEV) •'2)
ORONATE(I)=0.
IF(EKPON.GE.-E75..AN0.EXPON.LE.741.)ORONATE(I)=COEFF•EXP(E)(PON)





A9'FrI S lc' ( 301) =XSCALE (3 )
ORT) l(5 TE ( 301) =YSCALE(3)
A9SCl SF ( 302) =- XSCALE (4 )




















P ROGRAM NORMFIT	 71174	 OPT=:	 0RIGVAL FjlC' - 13	 FT`I 4,2075060
Ci POOR QUALITY
PO n r: A P "IO Q M v'ITfIN PUT • OVTPUT,TAPFS=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,




CONMO ► I /STa TORT /STA TM IN,STA T4AX,MEAN, VAP.OE V, MEANSO,RMS,
• SKE W, KURT, XLOW, XHIGH, NSG000, N;TOT AL
COM m 3 ►i/HI!TOaT/HISTMIN,HISTHAx,NSEGS, TALLY, NHGOOO,NHTOTAL
CnM4lN/ O LOT r)AT /X g CALE (4) , YSC ALE (4) .HSTAPT, HST00, TITLc ( 6) , MOLOT
QE AL Mi iN, M E AN SO.KUPT
INT7;F= TALL'! 100)
OIMF vc IO 'I nATA( 1)0),ITIMEf6) , MESSAGE(3)
C
REA'l (S.13) TIT LF
10 Fn o M3 T (0 41 C )
I F I P ) c (5).NE.C)STO P " N O TITLE CARO"
C
QE !'• n (,. 1rl I wST6RT,HSTOP
I F ( r ) r (i) , 11IE. C )STO P **NO TI MP CARD-
Far ;; c rCr 5
C
OF Al( S.'C) ITIr^
20 r C =,ATC?(3(I211xI ix1)
ST A P T =FL ')AT(1000 • (.7600 . 1 TIME (1)460 *IT IrE(2) • ITI ME( 3) ))
S Too: r Ll AT( 10C7 • (3E00 `IT IMF(4)+60•ITIME(5)+ITIMEl6)))
C
REt0I5, 30) IO O LOT, INOEXA, INOEXFt,NPARAMS,TOL
30 "OF ►' lT III  1 3110, F20.6)
IF ( r'3F15), l E,C)STOP "NO J09 CAROS"
CaIL P L 'IT! I C 9 0 , 4 1
C A LL FL^Trr(.7871)
CALF PLIT(C..I1.,-3)
GO T1 r- i
R	 C
40 OEAnli 30) TO O L OT,Ir:nEXA, INDEXH,NOaQAMS,TOL
I F ( c'1 (il .NE,C )GO TO 990r
50 I F( I N nF ia. rT ,C.AN O.INOExA.Lc.NPAPA4S.ANn.
•	 I4nFvl.GT.O.ANO-1rIOExg,LE.NPARAMS)GO TO 55
CALL PC'IA P K( •• TLLEGAL JOR CaRO")
r,n T) 4j
55 O c W T 14D 1
RE NTV 1 ?
N=CME"Ar,l t:l =" C IF IT1 11G 2"
MESSa(7,' (?) =1') P OT
Mccc4GF (3)=0
CALL PF'1LFK( AES S4GE)
C
60 Or Ar)( 1) T1,T2,TM1!_LT.(OATA(I),I=19NPARAPIS)
IF IF':' ( 1) . NF . C .04. TMI l_LI . GT, S TOP) GO TO 70
IF(TMILLI, LT. FTA O T) Gn TO 60
C = n A T a II N('FX4) -DATA (I.vOEXR)




70 EN nP TLF 2
IF(m. Er, .^)STOP "NO DATA WITHIN TIME SLICE
-
-68–
F v 	 —	 – — 
- -_
V




CALL	 °r-jA pv ('If gSAGE)
CALL	 S7ATJST(2)
XLr,W=	 TSTMjN=-1.?•TOL




























OR'c.*	 .. '. -..::
OF POOR QUALr''i
-69-
SUPROUTINE STATIST 73/74	 OPT=1	 URi'. 	 F'"	 `	 FTN 4.2.75060
OF POOR QUALITY
SU^ D )olT4; STA TIST (FILE)
4	 C 0 M JM 11 /" T A1O Ok T /YMI N YMAY MOAN it A.2 OE	 MEAN S	 S S0 pM 	 K N K PT
•	 XLO W,XHIGH,NG000,NTOTAL
CnMM.1N/-LCT -)GT /XSCALE (4) ,YSCALE (4) ,HSTART,HSTOP, TITLE. (61 , Ir)PLOT
?E AL MF.1N, M=l N S O, KURT •N
INTE,E< FILE
MEnv= VrR=nEV= rEANSO=RMS= SKEW =KURT=SUMX=SUNX2=SUMX3= SI1wX4 =0.
XL t-w= • 1 - qQ
XN IC,i= - I-qq
Nr,('nJ= NTITAL=C
OE W14 1 cILE
17 RFAO(FIL=)X
I p (FOF( s7 ILE). NF. 0)GO TO 20
NTOTIL= VTOTAL+1




50 m y ' _'r114Y2•Y2
X3=X0Y2
S11Md3 =lc!I'lY3+X3
X4 = Y 1 X 3
SUMY'4-ZCI)MY4+lL
Y^OW= A "I' 1 1 ( XL OW, Y)






20	 T r 14;o `7.E0.	 ST)P	 "SUP P OUTINE
	
STATIST	 HAS
	 NO	 OA TA"
N=FLOAT (NGOOn)
ME IN= lzII4r/1j
VAP =3IIMX?.'N- '4F AN•'2




O r V =S!` F T (Vlki
MF.A ► 15O=S'IMX' /K
0 4S=30 c T (MEA14SOf
SK r '4= (SUMY?/V — 3. • MEA N • Mr ANSO+?.'MEAN' • 3) / (OEV+VAR)
KUGT=(SI)4X4/V -4.'MEAN*SUM)(3/ N+6.•M-AN••2'SUMX2/N -3.•MEAN••4)
(VA°'VA?)
W P IT_ ((.3C )TITLE ,FILE,IOPLOT,NTOTAL,XMIN,XMAY,NGOOO,XLOW.XHIGH.
4EAN,VAP, rJEV,MEANSO. PMS,SKEW,KUPT,HSTAPT,HSTOP
30	 FOrMaT 11'4 11111"	 ? ESULTS	 OF	 SUBROUTINE
	
STATIST"////
1	 TITLE ",T29.6A10//"	 nATA	 FPOM	 FILE
	
N0.",T2R+,I2/1
2	 CLOT	 In",T?P,A10//"	 TOTAL	 N0,	 OF	 SAMPLES",T2R,I5//

























E N r' i
—70—





CO^I ►+ON/4I! TOAT / XMI N. XMAY • NSEGS• TALL Y • N000 r)• NTOTAL
CO" +'O ► I/()L(`TOAT/XSCALE (4) •YSCALF (4) •HSTART•HSTOP. TITLF(6) .IDPLOT
Cprw)N/IAYTI'1E/OAY•HPMINSC






EArl)= (? 7 .50ESSAGE) FILE .PASSNO.IOPLOT
5 FOr-%T (-' Wc TG , 0-4 .. .Ii." oi)N "•I291Y,A10)
CALL Dr 41PK (`+E SSAGE)
r,





)ELT%=1.'100001 4 (XMAX-XMIN) / r LOAT (NSEGS)
C
20 °EA')( r TL r I X
IF ( r )F (FTL _) .^'=.0) GO TO 40
01TCT5L='4TOTAL+1





I r (X.GT.TrST)GO TO 3C
TALLY(T)= TALLY(I) +1
NG00) _ NG')Crj+l
GO T ) 20
30 CO ► 'TIN(i%
C
l 	 GO T) ?J
C
40 CALL r)tTcl^Ay)
CALL T T 14_ ( WP 4I NS' )
WOIT= (f-,S')TITLE.FILE•In°LOT .NTOTAL.XMIN•XMAX• Nr,000•NS_GS•
+	 OAY•HOMINSC.
5C r Or 4 AT x1 4 1//" RESULTS C F SU3RO liTINE HSTGRAM•-///
1	 TITL"",T?896A10//" DATA FP OM FILE NO. ".T28,1211
2	 DL OT IC".T?a.A10//" TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLES".T2 A . I6//
3	 ALLOWAIL= MI NI MUM-,T2A,G12.6//
4	 ALL 0 14 AOL= MAXIMUM".T2A.G12.6//
5	 SAMPLES ALLOWED"•T28•I5//
6	 NO. OF SEGMENTS-,T2A.IW/
7	 •' 14TE /TIME"•T28.A10•r9//)
TOTAL ( 1) =TALLY (1)
RE M AIN (1) =NGOOO-TALLY( 1)





SUBROUTINE HSTG D A m 	 7(/74	 OPT =1 	 FTN 14. 2+ 75060
no	 r i 	 J='.!iS=GS








Tr) IM17C J) =XMAY
C
WO TT 7 (F.7C) !I• FP OM(I).T o (II. TALLY (I)	 .TOTAL (I), P EMI+ 'IN (I1.I=I.NS;7VI
7C	 Pf);MA T ('•	 SEG.	 N0	 Fvr1M".T?9.-TO". T30,"SAMPLES	 TOTAL".
+	 tr,7.••0F4AINING"//1CC(°H










SU O R 0;) T I NE PLHIST	 7 1/716
	
O r T= 1
	 ORIGINAL PAGE I3	 FTN 4. 7. • 75C(30
OF POOR QUALITY
SUP °)U
 T 1 • iF P L H IS T
C
COMMON/tiISTOAT/HISTMIN•HTSTMAY•NSFGS,T ALL Y , ^IHG007,NHTOTAL
CO" M 9^ / O LrT flAT /x 4;CALE(4) .YSr,ALE ( 4),HSTART,HSTOP, TITLE( 5) ,1'1PLOT
COP43N/f)AYTItic'/OAY,HRMINSC
INT rSVP TALLY(100)
OI m c"AS 10 • ) T0 3 L IN_ (4)




CALL SrAL= ( x SCAL=. IC. 92.1)
C A LL A 'l i , ((,.. C .. "SCALA p VAt_ i l,",-12.10..27C.. xSCGL^ (31 . Y S^4L^ (4) 1





CALL S r ALF(YSCALE.A.•2,1)
C A LL e Y '3 O(0-,C.•-SAM P LES PEP I4TERVAL",20• A.•0.•0.•YSrALF(4)1
r^	 C	 x_ (HjST41N-x;CALE(3)) /XSCALE (4)
CALL PL'IT(3..-1.•x.31
C














CALL S Y%110L(0..1.5..15.TITLc- 0.,bC)
CA II SYi4 Q rL(l.,-5. P7,.12,T0°LI`IE•270.131)
CALL N iiy.l F°( 9 .75•-5.97..12,HISTMIN.270.• 3)
GAIL Nt!4'Fc(9.75,-7.35,.12•HISTMAx,270.93)
HG r'01 = r L l)A T ('JN C. 0 r)0 )
CALL HPNOFQ(ti.75•-P.5C,.12•H000O
CALL S py lC l (9. 75,-9.35.. 12."/".27C
HTOTAL=FLOAT(NHTOTAL)
CALL W!HRF9(9.75•-Q.50,.12,HT0TAL
CAI L SYN10L (5.0:-.5, . 12, IOPLOT.27C
CALL SY'I P OL ( q . 0 •-2 ... 12, H'Z TAOT, 27C








Un P OiTINE PLNC .7ti	 71/74
	
OPT=1	 FTN 4.2.75060
ORIGINAL PA: ^ t9
OF POOR QUALITY





'	 CO MMON/HISTOAT/MISTMIN•HISTMAX,NSEGS, !ALL Y ,NHG000,NHTOTAL




INT = .E F 	TALLY(100)
n TMc4SI')'4	 ADSCISS(3C2),nRF)NATE(302),TOPLIHE(6)
r,
1);TA	 TO P LTNE/"MEAN	 SOUAP - , "F 	 RMS	 ","	 VAPIArICE","	 MEAN	 VA",
i^ •	 -LuE	 STn","	 f)EV"/
I ^
x=YS	 A
C0rF.': FLOAT (NS rOOJ) • (YHIGH - XLOW l /FLOAT (NSEGS I / (2.5056.OEV)
r
X10	 1)	 T = 1, 300
ARcrISF(II=Y_
:xFnA=-.5 • l ( ()( -H^AN) /OEV) •12)
');^nNAT;II)=0.




	 3011 =Y SCALE(3)
) p n N:ATF I ICI)=YSCALF (3)
IP'rt cc ( 102) = -XSCALE (4 )
C "il T 









'ILL N(I f 1 r1EQ( 1A.75,-1.95,.12,VAP	 1270., 3)
't-LL N(Iti3FR(9.75.-3.25,.12.MEAN	 ,270.,3)
DLL "lli y lFP(A. 75,-4.75,.12,OEV	 ,270..3)










10 INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF SCORES"TN
20 LET S1 =0
30 LET S2=0
40 PRINT "ENTER EACH SCORE (ONE AT A TIME)"
50 FOR I=1 TO N
ECG	 INPUT X





1''0 LET D= SOR(V)
130 PRINT "MEAN="M;"VARIANCE="V3"ST. DEV.-"D
140 PRINT
150 INPUT "MORE DATA (TYPE YES OR N0) "9A$
lE0 IF A$="YES" THEN 10
170 END
STAT1: Descriptive Statistics Ungrouped Data
1
-75-
10 DIM F i l E) , X (l E) , C (l E) 	 ORIGINAL PACE („




E0 PRINT "ENTER # FREDUNCIES,AND MIDPOINT FOR EACH CLASS"
70 PRINT "	 ONE PAIR AT A TIME
SO FOR I=1 TO N
90	 INPUT F1 I),X(I)
100	 LET S1=S:+F(I) *X(I)




ItO LET V=(S_-lS1)•* /C(N))/C(N)
1E.0 LET D=SQR(V)
r	 170 FOR I=1 TO N
F	 lEO IF C(I)) C(:N) /2 THEN 200
190 NEXT I
200 LET W=X(:,)-X(1)
210 '_ET L = X ( I) -W/'L
222 LET M1=L-W4(C(I-1)-C(N)/2)/F(I)




240 PRINT M, MI, V, D
250 PRINT
='E0 INPUT "MORE DATA (TYPE YES OR NO)?"*,A$f	 270 IF As ="Y(_S" THEN 20
END









'i.'0 INPUT "ENTER FIRST SAMPLE MEAN";M1
TO INPUT "ENTER SECOND SAMPLE MEAN";M'
40 INPUT	 "ENTER FIRST VARIANCE";V1
1N INPUT "ENTER SECOND VARIANCE";V-
EO INPUT	 "ENTER FIRST SAMPLE 5IZE";N1
70 INPUT "ENTER SECOND SAMPLE SIZE";N_
60 IF N l) =:0	 THEN	 170
90 LET	 D=SOR,.((N1)»:V1+,N2)+V2)/(N1+N2-2))+:SQR(1/N1.1/N2)
100 LET T=(M1-M')/D
110 PRINT "OBSERVED t="T
120 GOTO 170
130 IF N2) =7-0 THEN	 150
140 GOTO 90
ItO LET Z=(M1-M2)/SCR(V1/N1+V2/N2)
:E0 PRINT	 "OBSERVED	 Z="Z
170 INPUT	 "MORE DATA(TYPE YES OR NO))";A$
160 IF	 As="YES"	 THEN	 10
r 	 190 END









20 INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS";N
T NPUT "ENTER PROB. SUCC. , OR A 0 IF PROS. IS UNKNOWN" ; F'
4. .-RINT "ENTER #OBSERVATIONS,#FREQUNCIES(ONE PAIR PER LINE)"
50 FOR 1=1 TO N
EO	 INPUT M( I,,F(I)
70 NEXT I
EO IF P=0 THEN 1£0
90 FOR 1 = 1 TO N
100	 LET Et I)=M(I)»P
110 NEXT I
1'0 LET S7=0
1_0 FOP 1=1 TO N
140	 LET S=•=S3+(Ft I)-Ei I)i*'-:/E(I)
150 NEXT I
160 PRINT "OPSERVED CHI-SQUARE VALUE -"Slll
170 GOTO E0
121' 0  LET S1=0
1'-0 LET S2=0
', 00 FOR 1=1 TO N
10	 LET S1=S1+FlI)




2CO INPUT "MORE DATA ( TYPE YES .:)R NO) ?" ; A$








STATISTICAL ANALYSES AND CORRESPONDING
FALSE ALARM PROBABILITY NOMCGRAPHS



































.y Q	 Ir_ 

































































it- :I	 is•	 't. t:r,	













1 .023438 .035156 .011719
2 .023430 -.10547
-.1891
3 .Q(.)58594 .017578 .011719
4 -.017578 .0058994 .023438
5 .023438 . 10547 .0821',31
G .011719 .011719 ^)
7 .087891 .02343P -.064453
E 0 .029297 .029297
9 .099609 .13477 .0351156
10 .0058594 .041016 .035156
11 . ()82031 . 029297 -.052734 
12 .10547 .029297 -.076172
13 .12891 .035156 -.09375
.05=734 .10547 ,1)52724
15 -.0058594 .22852 .23430
1G . ()99G09 . 1 ^3! ^5 .02-3438
17 .017578 .041016 .')23438
18 -.087691 -.076172 .011719
10 .011719 .017578 .0058594
20 .029297 .03515E .0056594
-83-
Senior Redundanc y Mana9ement N '""a'A''"-"-
Re p ort of	 Probabilit y 	Densitv Function,	 C(DF)Reliabilit y R.	 Probalilit y 	of False
	 Alarm	 P(AF/DF)
For	 the Sensor	 Val l ie	 in the	 Domain	 of	 Failure •'^
FLIGHT	 =	 AFTIFIG FLTIA
r
Pa,-ameter
	 NORMAL ACCELERATION Sensor diFFrences	 are	 L-S L-R and S-R
L- S
	 =	 .023438	 L-R =	 .l1 3515G S-R	 =	 .011719
P(AF/DF) Table	 for	 Sensor DifFrence	 .=	 .033438 cPlchr.L raGE 19
PDF
---- ------------------------------------------------
















.33131613 .9959 .987 7.GGO








 . 99G9 . q907050^3
.33144179 .9959 .9877312-7
L-S
	 .023438	 L-R =	 -.10547	 S-R	 =	 -.12891
P(AF/DF) Table	 For	 Sensor DifFrence
	 .=	 .023438
PDF





. 331 39466 . 99G9 . 990770374
.331394GG .9959 .087722956





.33018"'1 7 .996E J9667599
.33016737 .9979 .9936GS97
.33018737 .9969 .991?G 7(707
.33(.)19737 .9959 .98768534






.3C95619	 .9969	 Cs(1 525
.3-2 9561)	 .9959	 .987CF71
L-S = .0058594	 L-R =	 .017578	 S-R = .011719








.33145359 .9989 .99668864 ORIGINAL PAGE I9
.33145359 .9979 .933G9099
.3:145359 .99G9 .99070537	 OF POOR QUALITY
.33145359 .9959 .98773171
P (AF6pF ) TABLE ^OR I ^EASCR D I FFRENCEPA /DF S `? 1 7578
----------D--------------------------------------------
14` 1 1	 :F3111134
.33142217	 .9979	 .993G9(:%38
.33143217	 .99G9	 .c)9070448
.33142'217 	 . 9959	 .98773055







.33144179 . 99G9 . 9907 ?503
.33144179 .9959 .98773127
I A.	 L- S =	 -.017578	 L-R =	 .O(-i58994	 S-R =	 .023438












^ f	.33143217	 .9959	 .98773055
P(AF/DF) TABLE FOR SENSOR DIFFRENCE 1 - -R = .0058994










gggg f^ 	 05
:98775.7?









.33139461: .3959 . 0877395G
L-S	 = .023438	 L-R =	 . i 0?547 S -R	 =	 .^?62^?31










'- .3 3 1394GG .9959 .98772956
r=
P(AF/DF) TABLE FOR SENSOR DIFFRENCE L-R =	 .10547
PDF RELIAB. P(AF/PF)
^t3^?18737 .99'S9 9999722
. 33018737 .9963 . 996675.79
E_ 
C .33o!87'1-4
 . 9979 . 99ti C6C97 -85-
PDF
RELIAB^----------- P(---DF)--------- -- ---





P(AF/DF) TABLE FOR SENSOR DIFFRENCE L-R =023438
'














.3309S 2 59 .9999 .9SO69:91
.330982 59 .9989 .996G839i
.33! 98259 .9979 .99368206
_ .33498259 .9969 .99469229
.33008259 .9959 .98771443





. 330 18737	 .9059	 .98768524















OF POOP QUAL17yL--S =	 .411719	 L-R =	 .011719	 S-R = 0































L-S	 =	 .087891	 L-R =	 .Q23438 S-R	 =	 -.OG4453
P(AF/DF) Table For Sensor DiFF-ence ._ .487891
n'






















• .33135934 .9059 .98772824
P(AF/DF) TABLE FOR SENSOR DIFFRENCE S-R =029297
? PDF RELIAE. P(AF/DF)
+1 -----------------------------------------------------
} .33135934 .9999 .5996982G
.	 B 4 APE :^s^&^6- 7
.331359134 .99GS .99070276
.33135934 .9959 .98773834
`	 L - S
	 = . 099G09
	 L-R =	 .1347/7 S-R	 =
	 .03511 05G 
- P(AF/DF) Table
	





.33o3.244 .9989 . 99GG*7' ]G
.3303244 .9979 .99366954
i .3303744 .99GS .990G7389
.3303241 .9559 .98769029







.33938619 .SS 7 S .00JG5135
.32938619 .9969 .990G4757
.32938619 .9059 .987G55GG
P(AF/DF) TABLE FOR SENSOR DIFFRENCE S-R	 =	 .0351156
PDF R'_LIAS. P(AF/DF )
44 .33131 -- - ------- ----- .9000 --------- ------ -----------
.33131G4G .9989 .09668728
.33131G4G .9979 .99366838
.33131646 . 99GS . 9907 ,-) 158
.331"1 164G .9959 .98772GGS
L- S	 =	 .000-58594 	 L-R =	 . 04101 G S-R	 =	 .0351 5C 
s






















. 3313G51 1	 : JM	 : ?^9^(>01 4
	.3312G511	 .9359	 .99772481












: 9J 79 :9R88 ►3
. 33131 G 13 . 99G9 . 9907C 157
.33131G13 .9959 .98772GG9
ORIGINAL PQG` r3
OF POOR QUAL.ITYP( Hr, / U p- ) Table for Sensor Diffrence




.330G8858	 .9989	 .99GG81 1
.33()G@658	 .9979	 . J9357G5
.33068858	 .9969	 .99038409
.33068858	 .9959	 .9B77()3G5








P(AF/DF) TABLE FOR SENSOR DIFFRENCE S-R	 = -.?52733









. .1113952 .99rmJ .OT0 69664
:iJ I 1 ?952 .0959 . 98772 ?23
L-S	 =	 . 1 Of, 	.'	 L-R =	 .029297 S-R	 =	 -.076172





.33o1873 7 .9989 7.99GG599
.33018737 .9979 .99300097
. 3^^? 18737 .9969 . 990G7o^'7
.33018737 .9959 .98768524







.33135934 .9969 . 9907037G
.33135934 .9959 .96772824





.33079442; .9979 . 993678
JU^	 L:	 C,,	 ? 44 2 ,.^^^:J^	 J :	 ^^^^SZi^
-88-








L-R = . 035156































	 = .05734	 L-R =	 .10547 S-R	 =	 .!5--734
P(AF/DF) Table	 For	 Sen.;or DiFFrecice	 .=	 .05--734




. 3311395-- .9979 .99366504
.33113352 .9969 .990G9664
_ .331139521 .9959 .08772023
P(AF/DF) TABLE FOR SENSOR DIFFRENCE L-R	 =	 .10547






' .30187373 .9969 .990G7007
a . 33018737 .9959 . 987G85,24
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R 9r^^ ^ ^^^^ ^s g ^^ d^^^ t^ R$^ t tfa^	 LqE1
	




r	 ensor a ue in t e orain or	 atture





pit ter = NORMAL ACCELERATIbl4GHT























































































































































sc - .ca	 .:.} ac ';-	 - -•	 - •	 ^ 	 -. - 	 t ^	 _:}	 ^	 is _	 t-





k	 t	 #.	 ..
t






















is	 ci^ ^ y	 -	 •::	 -
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	 _	 "• -	 iii	
-	 -	
S:.	
-	 it	 '7 2'T	 2-•	 .«:I	 :«i;	 .i . 14W -
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	 7.7.7 r	 r,.
f
t	 r..	 +s :•r	 MLI it.IaCJ) jSsw










`	 E Di 	 u '	 cir=	 : c	 ,	 .r	 _1:. __ - _
	 _	
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r_	 Q	 t _	 CZ' . t
S	 SI'





















-— is #	 -t- ( r
	

















. 54G88 . 41 (:) I G
2 0 0 0
3 --7.8711 -.13G72 1-7/344
4 -.54687 0 .^4687
1.9141 1.6406 -..27344
G -1.7773 .7344 2.0 508
7 -.27344 -.4101G -.13671
0 .G8359
-.4101G -1.0937
9 1.5(.')39 1.7773 .27344
10 -.82031 -.54687 .7344
it .82031 1.641'.)G .82031
12 1.0938 -1.9141 -3.()()78
13 .13672 .41(:1G .27344
14 1.3G71 1.5039 .13672
.4101G
-.13G72 -.54687
1G -4.2383 .27344 3.9648
17 .54687 -.13G72
-.108359






en o	 t un ^ncr Ma a e ent
Aelia[` tqq ^ }}
 '^ 6F.;ib #I'9^s^^^^r^^^i "P st^^^^)	
OF POOR QUALfT'Y
FSF {die ens
	 u t t	 w	 of ^ure
FLIG 1	 AFjj[j6 FLTIA-y)
Ps	 ter	 ROLL RATE GYRO	 ^en;er	 rences eri	 —s r _,^ A,	 S —p-
lk













S.S9:9765E-01	'. - + +
e
	


























°. it - cS - / 75 - ^ 2:	 - ^^ f^t - J -
	 zr-A ', J- i OF POOR QUALITY
-96
r


























I Ui 44 o
:. .:t :z 52;2 •t "^' i_	 _
_D
ORiG1NAL PAGE "'

















^o C2  I { a .	 j









7	 p	 1	 t^
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Relic I I ^
eno	 a	 M
°rQla i H ylplat f ee ur`rarli P ^^'^D)
	
OF 
POOR QUAL1'fYor tie ensor a ue in t e oratn of ^ai ure
rLPad ter = YAW RATE GYRO " 1"ensorAFTI 51'14" L-S L-', o.,e5-a	 PCAP	 F}
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r	 ensor a ue r in^t a again 
ofPFal 
ure




rater x ROLL RATE L—R an;) S—R PC AF/ lbF-)
.97948401 .98150544 •98332687 .8855483	 .89756973 .98859116 .99161259 .99363402 .98565545 .39767588 •99968831
—:M330------------- --- — ----- ------------
-
-06 
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_ ate— —:	 +._^_ 1__ .	 ~ r:	 - - f t
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	 un n r Me aeo ent
Reli^ of i N
 r ' 
	t eu11lrin po




Pa •^" ter . ANGLE OF ATTAC ( 'I^^ense" bffF^encol Car }L-5 L-R and S -R
^




 - -- ---- -- ----- — ---
_	 -	






.22025378 '. $t - + +
' .23414953
`• .24804528 _ $ $
t
► : .26194103




.31752403 •,	 -_ , ► ++ f
F.
r = $ } },
"^ 	 .34531553.
CURVE KEY
.995 = .	 .996

























--f--}_	 ,..	 •---:. _	 - ' .	
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kRelic i4i pp pla^sf.1}ei^y^Y^a^agea^npl^E^^^)
For the bensor value in the ^ouatn of Fai ure
Dar ter =ROLL RATE GYRO 	 =AFT l^ FLT1C N-S L-R and S-Rensor d1 r nces are	 P( A P: /D F)
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